
Oil Free Screw Blower

无油螺杆鼓风机

无油螺杆鼓风机

行业应用

造纸

印刷

纺织

镀锌

污水处理

自来水

垃圾渗滤液处理

印染

无纺布

物料输送

您 的 低 压 解 决 方 案your low pressure solution



MF is an Austrian manufacturer of compressors 
with the experience of over 166 years.
 
LMF offers its customers the benefits of the latest 
developments in design engineering, proven 
manufacturing methods, full load testing prior to 
shipment, and superior after market support and 
services.

Foundation as an iron foundry by Josef 
Berger

Rudolf Diesel developed a diesel engine for 
LMF

The existing LMF production program is 
extended to include compressors for air and 
other gases as well as air driven tools

LMF is taken over by Babcock Group. 
Main focus on manufacturing compressors. 
Offering a wider range for high pressure as 
well as natural- and techn. gases. 
Production of burners for industrial 
applications and power plants

LMF introduces the first oil-free air 
compressors for  PET applications to the 
market

iktor Kaplan, the inventor of the "Kaplan-wa-
ter turbine”, joins the staff of the Leobersdor-
fer Maschinenfabrik as design engineer 
Products at this time are diesel engines, 
Pelton and Francis turbines as well as Stone 
mills and  rope driven excavators

ISO 9001 certificate achieved Variable 
speed-controlled compressors are 
developed

High speed compressors for seismic and 
nitrogen generation

Development of oil free screw for seismic 
units
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Energy Conservation Benefit Comparison Diagram 
of Screw Blower and Traditional Roots Blower

Screw Blower Pressure/ Volume Diagram Roots blower Pressure/ Volume Diagram

Thermodynamics energy consumption

Energy 
conservation

Thermodynamics energy consumption

Energy conservation

Inhalation

Internal compression. Male and female rotors are 
intermeshed to reduce the intertooth space volume 
and increase the pressure.

Exhaust. The gas is discharged from the pipe.

Inhalation

External compression. The air volume remains 
unchanged, and gas is compressed externally due 
to the backpressure effect.

Exhaust. The gas is discharged from the pipe.

Compared with Roots blower, 
KAITEC oil-free screw blower can 
save 35% energy at most

High Efficiency

Low Noise

High Reliability



High Efficiency

Low Noise

The blower adopts Y-4 profile double screw 
rotor; The Vi design includes multiple pressure 
ratios. For different discharge pressure 
applications, heads with different pressure ratios 
are provided to reach the maximum efficiency. 
Thus, the blower is more energy-saving and 
environmental friendly features, and its perfor-
mance and reliability reach the international 
advanced level.

The intake, exhaust noise reduction technolo-
gy and fully sealed noise enclosure ensure the 
noise level meets the national standard, 
reaching the advanced level in the similar 
enterprises.

Long Service Life
All SKF high-speed bearings are imported, so 
the bearing service life is >100,000 hours.

Advanced Integrated Technology

No Coating for Blower Rotor

Reliable and excellent system, easy installation, 
stable operation.

During operation, the efficiency will not be 
reduced and coating will not fall off.

The oil-free screw blower is composed of 6-4-head male and female 
rotors with the same diameter, and runs through engagement of a pair 
of high-precision synchromesh gears. The bearing and the compression 
cavity are sealed with carbon ring. The compression cavity is oil free, 
providing customers with clean and oil-free air.

BF Series Screw Blower

BFD Series Variable Frequency Screw Blower

Customized products



LMF machines are supplied with test certificates 
and operating manuals containing comprehen-
sive parts lists, enabling the user to identify and 
order any required spare parts with accuracy and 
speed.

LMF also conducts training courses for customer 
operating and maintenance staff, either on site 
during start-up or at the factory.

Compressor Assembly
The compressor itself, cabling, terminal boxes 
and operator panels are all mounted on a single 
skid. The control systems can either be 
mounted on the compressor frame or installed in 
separate, stand-alone cabinets, depending on 
the requirements of the customer.

Compressor Control Systems
Our sophisticated electronic control systems are 
designed and maintained by a team of 
highly-qualified electrical engineers. More than 
60 % of all LMF compressors are equipped with 
these systems, which include programmable 
logic controls, display panels, annunciators and 
overall pressure control logics. Also telephone 
modems and IP interfaces are supplied on 
request in order to facilitate service activities all 
over the world.

Assembly
Compressor units are assembled in the 
highly-equipped LMF assembly shop in 
accordance with our high quality assurance 
standards.

Every compressor unit is tested in our own 
testing area during a four-hour mechanical 
testrun or under full load conditions according to 
contractual specifications and the relevant 
international standards, such as ISO, ASME, 
DNV, BV, LRS, GL, ect.

Great emphasis is placed on after sales service at LMF, where the utmost attention 
is paid to all requests for service and spare parts. Spare parts are delivered as 
quickly as possible to any required destination, and service engineers are sent 
upon request to operating sites.

Manufacturing  Assembly  Testing After Sales Service

Spare Parts Training


